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Wiping Stance on remedial courses debated
out
CS U
graffiti
By Heather L. Haas

Spartan Dail, Staff Writer

400 attend
conference

The CSU Board of Ii ustees’
plan to decrease remedial education at CSU schools continues to
be a subject for debate.
The board’s plan aims to reduce
the number of remedial courses
offered by 10 percent by the year
2001, 50 percent by 2004, and 90
percent by 2007.
Many students and organizations have been opposed to this

Jeffrey Niese

plan, calling it too harsh .111(1
restrictive.
Others argue that the plan is too
vague, and is not any better than
attempts made in the past to
reduce the need for remedial
courses.
Though SJSU students have a
variety of opinions on the subject,
many do support the board’s decision, in the belief that students
should come to CSU schools with
some basic skills.
"Students should be more pre-

pared for university level ss,,i k. but
there should be a safen net to
ensure that all students have an
opportunity of attaining a university level education," SJSU senior,

Darren Definer said.
At NW about 27 sections of
remedial math are offered each
semester, and the number of students enrolling in those classes
have dramani .ills Increased each
year, said Susan McClory, Sp:
coordinator of developmental
mathematics.
There are about 23 sections of
developmental English offered as
well, said Diana Bank, manager of
the language development center.
The latest statistics show that 49

ptuttit 01 (.SC freshmen failed
the English placement exam and
47 percent failed the math test.
From these statistics, CSU officials concluded that too many students, who were entering the CSU
system directly from high school,
were in need of remedial math
and English courses.
These same students are admitted to the CSU haying met the
minimum high school grade point
See Remedial, Back page
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The rain may have kept SJSU
President Robert L. Caret and San
Jose Mayor Susan Hammer from
attending the third annual AntiGraffiti Conference, but it didn’t
stop about 400 other people.
A police captain from Colorado
and a small youth group from
Sacramento attended the event
on Saturday in the Student
Union, which was sponsored by
the Anti-Graffiti Program of San
Jose and SJSU Alpha Phi Omega.
The keynote speaker, Capt. Luis
Velez of the Colorado Springs
Police Department, described
graffiti as a "blight on the landscape."
"People need to understand
that graffiti is a problem that we
all face, not just in San Jose but all
across the country," Velez said.
According to Velez, graffiti is a $7
to $10 billion problem in the
United States annually.
Velez also said he tried to look
for graffiti in San Jose, under light
rail tracks and highway underpasses, usually great places for graffiti
he found none. He said the
San Jose Anti-Graffiti Program is a
model he will take back to
Colorado Springs.
Peter Gamin, building trades
supervisor for the city of San Jose
said, "Graffiti is more of a social
problem then one of maintenance."
According to Gamin, residents
need to find out why they’re
doing this, referring to taggers.
An Anti-Graffiti volunteer for the
last two years, Gamino said, "You
cover it (graffiti) as fast as possible, and sometimes you don’t
know if it’s growing or standing
still."
Conference coordinator Zulma
Maciel stressed the importance of
wearing the taggers down. "As
soon as we see a spot that has
been hit we need to paint over it."
she said.
Noel Eusebio, coordinator for
the Sacramento Anti-Graffiti
Program, said he likes the conference because "you leave with actual packets."
"They’re like cookbooks that
WI you how to do paint outs," he
said.
Following after his brother
Chao Thor, 15, one of the nine
Members of the Sacramento AntiGraffiti Program said, "The graffiti doesn’t look nice." Thor said
he’d like to work for the city when
he gets older and help people
out.
Etisebio said graffiti isn’t considered a priority in Sacramento
like it is in San Jose. According to
Eusebio, because of a lack of staff
Police
Sacramento
the
Department doesn’t get involved.
"Without help from upper management it’s hard to battle graffiti," he said.
Velez showed a 20-minute slide
show which explained the difference between gang graffiti and
tagger graffiti. Gang graffiti is
used as a communication device
to mark territory and make
threats. Taggers don’t mark territory, they’re more artistic and
look for exposure.
Velez ended by saying that people of San Jose, "are in good
hands."
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BOGGED DOWN WITH NO PLACE TO GO

Officials say community college
fee decrease won’t affect SJSU
Degree holders
don’t need lower
division courses
By Francis Ladines
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Although community colleges
have become more affordable for
degree holders, officials say the
change won’t greatly affect SJSU.
As of Jan. 1, state legislature
eliminated higher fees for bachelor’s and advanced degree holders.
At Foothill and De Anza colleges, students with degrees used
to pay $33 per unit. Now they pay
only $9 per unit, a 73 percent
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drop. The cost is the same as for
non -degree holders (who are
California residents).
In 1993, the state increased fees
for degree holders attending community colleges. Community college enrollment statewide fell by
12 percent and its number of students with degrees dropped by
nearly half. Schools hope to
increase enrollment with the fee
drop.
I would consider doing that,"
said Roy Sakelson who graduated
in December with a bachelor’s
degree in English. "Studying for
the GRE, taking a class may help."
Sakelson hopes to get a doctorate
degree in English.
So far, the response has been

Ma

1>01

good. "Entollment (sell) tipiii s
pet ii 111.1, ItIMpared 1..1.1,1 \
Said K1111 Meg, dire( tot iiI
keting and public relatioi
at
Foothill College. "We prep. il an
ad campaign and added clis.c. in
anticipation [of many nets students]."
But how will the community college fee drop effect San Jose State
University?
"It should have a minimal effect
on
enrollment,"
said
Jack
Williams, director of institutional
colresearch at SJSU. Commtin
leges offer mostly lower di% ’,ion.
undergraduate courses. Wil limns
believes some degme ’wider no
See Fees, Back page

Students free to try Web
encyclopedia during trial
syWilliatsi jeske

\ !wads .c

Spartan Dail. Stall %% filer

Omit the
- ’,minder set-rie
Ni-xis and
1- Si ’,Cal S h databases. ( .lark
Litman Reference labial tan.
Sandra Belanger. said the IRT
still ampaigns fot other on-line
information sersices.
EVall Reader. director of IRT,
was unavailable for comment.
Belaiiger
said
the
Chancellor s offia e agreed for a
six week trial. She believed that
would be enough time for users
to access the web site and submit comments to sec if it would
be in MSC’s best interest to
i

The Ent ychipedia Britannica
can now be accessed via the
World Wide Web from the
Microcomputer Lab on the second floor of Clark Library.
The Instructional Resources
Technology (IRT) group from
the CSU’s Office of the
Chancellor is offering a six week
free trial of the Britannica Web
site.
The trial test began Jan. 15
and will he in effect until Feb.
29 for all 22 Ctil.’ campuses.
plus the Slate l’itiversitv of New
York and the ( is I ii is
of
Ncss

See Web ,Back page

Brady education

Kennedy speaks

Cyber-obscenity

Mishandled action

Maureen McCormick,
Marcia Brady from the
television show "The
Brady Bunch," will talk to
SJSU students about birth
control on Thursday at
4 p.m., in the Engineering
Building, room 189.

EarthSave International is
sponsoring a benefit with
guest speaker Robert F.
Kennedy Jr. in Santa Cruz
Thursday. Issues about
the environment of local
rivers and bays will be
discussed.

A federal appeals court
unanimously affirmed on
Monday the conviction
and prison sentences of
a Milpitas couple found
guilty of sending obscene
material by computer.

University of California
President, Richard
Atkinson, said in a letter
to a UC regent that he
mishandled his decision
to delay banning
affirmative action at the
university.
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Bob Park, SJSU grounds keeper, gets some assistance from Eric Forrest and a fork lift to remove a stuck sweeper from the mud across from
the Event Center.
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Millions of America’s children are growing up as legal drug addicts ...

America’s happy drug
Soma, the happy drug in Aldus Huodey’s fictional
"Brave New World" is more of a reality than the
author could have ever imagined. Today, the
drug’s name is not soma, but Ritalin and it is being
prescribed to healthy American children stigmatized
with having the disability Attention Deficit Disorder,
or ADD. True, it is helping thousands of children
across the country, but tragically, it is being prescribed
to millions of children who don’t need it.
ADD and .ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder) have been diagnosed in nearly 2.5 million
children in the United States and the ps-ychostimulant
Ritalin is prescribed to nine out of 10 of those children. Other drugs are prescribed as well, including
Dexedrine (an addictive amphetamine often sold on
the street illegally), Cylert and even Prozac and
Lithium. While these drugs can be an enormous benefit to many, they are widely and sometimes carelessly
over-prescribed and the addictive qualities of some
lead to far greater problems than ADD.
The defining symptoms of ADD amount to some
type of overactiyity and/or inattention. Boys are typically diagnosed with ADD more often than girls. The
symptoms are so loosely defined and vague it seems
that ADD is tailor-made for bogus claims of psychiatric
disability.
A physician who failed to pass the board certification examination nearly a dozen times claimed that
his attention deficit disorder qualified him under the
Americans with Disabilities Act to be given more time
to take the test, according loan article in USA Today.
A more laughable anecdote was the contention by
Michael Fay supporters that he be spared caning in
Singapore for vandalism because suddenly he suffered from ADD. Sorry, victimhood only works in the
United States.
The idea that someone has ADD is often given
blanket credibility and can provide instant compassion. In my research on ADD, I went to SJSU’s Health
Center and approached the nurse’s station.
"Hi," I said. "Do you know where I can find some

information about Attention Deficit Disorder?"
"Oh," the nurse said somewhat solemnly. "Have you
been diagnosed with ADD?"
"No, I’d just like some information, please."
She said I could probably find the information at
Counseling Services, and graciously offered to call
them and find out. "Ifs student has been diagnosed
with ADD," she said into the phone completely oblivious to our previous conversation, "do they come to
your office first?" She hung up the phone and directed me to counseling services. I wanted to say "For
what?" but was able to restrain myself.
The frequency and ease with which drugs are prescribed for ADD is most often a convenient solution
for impatient and overworked teachers and parents.
The use of these drugs effectively modifies disruptive
behav;or with little inconvenience to the parent or
teacher. This, however, does not prove that a disease is
being cured. Other methods of behavior modification
are often overlooked.
The American Psychiatric Association officially
named ADD ass medical disorder in 1980. By doing
so, experts are placing the source of the problem
inside of the child. Yet, unlike other medical diseases
like pneumonia or diabetes, this is a disorder that
pops up in one setting and then disappears in another. The real problem seems to be outside the child, in
the surrounding environment, compounded by a
poor diet.
A change in diet can drastically change a child’s
behavior, although this may require time and effort
some parents may not have. The Feingold diet, which
eliminates food additives and artificial ingredients,
has shown an improvement rate in nearly 50 percent
of children in some studies. Admittedly, a change in
diet does not work in many cases, especially those children with a severe mental disability.
In other case studies, children were shown to simply be starved for the attention of their parents who
offered them toys and videos but did not interact with
their children.

of them we need to live and cure our
ailments, but what about the others?
In today’s convenient store, shelves
are stocked with "little helpers." Stuff
to make us sleep, to wake us up, to
heal our souls, and to make us better
athletes. Next they will have something to clear everything up in our
lives, including the annoying boss,
with just one shot. I have a better
answer for all nature.
It created the best cure for a rundown, tired-out person and 1 do not
think we need anymore help than
that. Everyone can make time to
sleep when they really need it.
Popping a pill is just an easy escape
from well deserved time. You start to
mess with nature when you go this
far.
Lightning 828 is just another addiction waiting to happen. People will start
misusing it, just like the others. I know
when I was younger 1 saw some classmates take au entire box of Vivarin
between the three of them to get hyper.
All they got was really sick. We do not
need more of the same.
This is a drug, no matter how you
look at it. All I see it offering is addiction.
Maybe not physically, but mentally it
could. You could easily get your mind
set on needing the drug to get by.
Eventually, your body will develop
an immunity to Lightning 828 anyway. What happens when something you relied on for so long no
longer works?
We do not need any more
drugs to help us get through the
day. If we try hard enough, we can
make it on our own.

The world has
become so
synthetic that we
can hardly call
our bodies
natural
anymore.

Republicans**
The
are at it again.
The flat tax is
just the newest facade
to get the rich a capital
gains tax cut. They tried
it with the Contract for
America and it didn’t
wash. They tried it
under the guise of a
balanced
budget
amendment and the 11
people rejected it. They
tried it under house
appropriations bill and
Clinton
vetoed
it
because the bill included a capital gains tax
cut. Now they want to
sneak it in with a flat
tax bill.
Capital gains is the money stock and bond holders
make when they buy stocks securities low and sell
them high. This money that is made by placing two
telephone calls to one’s stockbroker is currently
taxed, and rightly so. This money is taxed just like the
money that you and I make is taxed when we get our
paychecks and notice the withholding that has been
taken out by the state and federal government.
Additionally, we pay a social security tax that the rich
stockholders who make capital gains never pay.
A lot of capital gains were made last year; it’s no
wonder that the very rich market players want to hold
on to all they can get and weasel out of paying their
fair share of taxes. Disney’s Chief Executive Officer
(CEO), Michael Eisner, made $200 million in 1994 on
capital gains; I can see why he doesn’t want to pay
taxes on that. Let’s see, an average capital gains tax of
20% on 200 million amounts to 40 million; gee, that
would leave poor Michael with only 160 million profit
for one year.
Capital gains are taxed to CEO’s who have made
enormous profits (120 times the rate of the average
employee and 4 times the rate of Japanese CEO’s).
Leslie Ailzury is a Spartan Daily Staff Capital gains are also taxed to stock holders who have
invested in corporations
corporations that have
Wrifrr
announced the magic word "restructuring."
Restructuring means laying off thousands of employees, also called "downsizing," to make the company
run more effeciently. Recently, AT&T announced a
layoff of 30,000 employees; their stock went up 4 percent on the day they announced restructuring. IBM
recently cut 63,000 jobs and Sears, Roebuck and Co.
cut 50,000 jobs.
These layoffs are bad for America. Our country is
founded on a strong cultural work ethic.
Without jobs, our cities will decline, our people will
go hungry and homeless and our tax base to help
education and the needy as well as build roads and
bridges will evaporate. We should not reward people
who profit from the demise of our country by giving
them a capital gains tax cut
The Republicans say that a capital gains tax cut will
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unpredictable
physical movements and unusual,
obscene,
sometimes
vocal eruptions). A recent
study by the National Toxicology
Program shows that the drug Ritahn
may cause cancer in mice. The FDA,
upon obtaining the study, made Ciba Giegy
Corp., the drug’s manufacturer, add the findings
to the drug’s label and notify doctors about the potential. Ciba Vice President, Dr. Joyce Moscaritola, said in
a recent article that despite the findings " ... we (and
the FDA) continue to believe Ritalin is a safe and
effective drug."
In some cases, other drugs, like antihistamines,
antidepressants or antipsychotics, are prescribed to
counter the sleeplessness caused by prescribed stimulants. Tolerance to the sedating properties of antihistamines often requires the use of high doses which
may lead to memory impairment or even delirium.
Children growing up labeled ADD are led to
believe they cannot control their own actions without
the use of a drug. This can in turn lead to using ADD
as an excuse for everything from failure to cnminal
activity. Millions of American children are growing up
as legal drug addicts.
Ritalin works.
But at what cost?

Campus View

Newsroom Voices

a recent issue of a local newspaper. I noticed a little paid adverIn
tisement that looked peculiarly
close to an everyday story. It looked
authoritative and newsworthy, so of
course I dove right on in. A new dnig
to take to make me all happy. Just
what we need, something else to synthetically boost our body.
of
Swiss
help
With
the
Laboratories, Lightning 828 was
developed after only 25 years of
research. Now available in the
United States, this energizing wonder
went through extensive testing with,
of course, wondrous results.
A double blind cross-over study on
university students in Italy proved this
wonder to be totally effective. How
many students is all I have to ask.
They were asked to take the drug twice
a day for twelve weeks. They were completely energized, receiving higher
grades in math, logic, and physical education. How did they factor in the fact
of just plain nature and hard work?
They say that if any person with a hectic or active schedule takes this wonder
drug in the morning, he or she will remain
peppy throughout the entire day and
function at a higher level. A personal testament by a rejuvenated
Chicago beautician ended the
advertisement with good old U.S.
knowledge and the locations of
the discount chain stores located
nearest to you.
Are you a student? Professional?
Senior Citizen? The scientists say
you should use this.
Why do we need to rely on
another drug to get through the
day? I say try some old fashioned
sleep and relaxation. Ni) one
knows better than 1 about having
no energy due to severe lack of
sleep. There aren’t enough hours
sometimes, but hey, I do not need
anything to help me get by. I find
time to sleep.
This world has become so synthetic that we can hardly call our
bodies natural anymore. New
drugs are always coming out. Some

In ’The Myth of
Child,’
the
ADD
Armstrong
Thomas
points out that there is substantial evidence to suggest that
children labeled ADD do not show
symptoms of the disorder in several real
life contexts.
0
First, 80 percent of them don’t appear to be
ADD when in the physician’s office, or other
unfamiliar settings where there is a one on
one interaction with an adult
Second, they appear indistinguishable II
from the so-called normal children when in
classrooms or other learning environments
where children can choose their learning activities
and pace.
Third, they perform quite normally when paid to
do specific activities designed to assess attention (as
would most anyone).
Fourth, children labeled ADD behave and attend
quite normally when they are involved in activities
that interest them and involve levels of stimulation.
And finally, about 50 percent of these children reach
adulthood and discover that the ADD apparently just
goes away.
Having the label "ADD" relieves children, parents
and teachers of the burden of responsibility for misbehavior and incompetence; justifies claims for special
treatment at school and work; and provides financial
rewards and status for a large population of mental
health and pharmaceutical fields. USA Today reported that neurological tests for hyperactivity usually
range from $400 to $600, and psychiatric tests are
comparable with outside costs for both of up to $1500
oi more. A typical Ritalin prescription runs $30-$60 a
month.
There are other costs as well. Cerebral stimulants,
like Ritalin, can have devastating side effects, such as
headaches, insomnia, stunted growth, and a variety of
tics (including Tourette’s syndrome characterized by
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encourage
more
stock trading and
hence more investment, which will
transfer
money
from less efficient
companies to more
efficient
companies. What they fail
to see is that a company can be less
efficient but more
effective and it is
the effective corporations that are
good for America.
It’s the effective
corporations that
/Aga. LIE& sell products and
airiaolow keep people working and keep this
country moving. Besides, what guarantees do we have
if a stock holder sells stock because he has a nice capital gains tax cut and then uses the money to by foreign investments? Answer: none.
When investors purchase foreign stocks and bonds,
they hurt our economy in two ways: I ) U.S. capital
outflow increases our trade deficit, which in turn
appreciates our currency and depreciates foreign currency U.S. products become more expensive as foreign products become cheaper, which means less U.S.
products bought. Less U.S. products bought means
less work, and less work means more layoffs. 2)
Investment in foreign corporations means hiring of
workers over there to actually make those products
rather than hiring them over here.
A flat tax is bad for other reasons also. The capital
gains tax cut it would sponsor would increase our
budget deficit by about $180 billion. When
Republican House Majority Leader Dick Anney was
ask about this he replied, "If we recalculate the
Treasury Department numbers, that puts us in the
ballpark." If lever get stopped for speeding again I’ll
try that one out. ’Well officer, if we recalculate the difference between your reading on the radar and the
speed limit, that about puts me in the ballpark. Right
officer?"
We’ll be hearing a lot about the flat tax in the near
future. Just about every Republican presidential candidate will be touting his version of a flat tax. They all
include a give-away to the rich in the form of a capital
gains tax cut. They’ll fail again just like all the other
fast schemes they’ve used to hide executive welfare.
What will be interesting is what new scheme they’ll
dream up to protect the downtrodden rich.
David Perzinski
Political Science
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Chi Pi Sigma (Coe-ed fraternity for those interested in law
enforcement)
Rush table MacQuarne lftsll,
Fifth floor. Call 99814433.

Weekly Calendar
Lobby. Call 924-2705.

TODAY

trTheta Psi
nation al table.
11:30a.m.-2p.m. Student
Union. Call 238-3827.

Asian Student Union
Officer’s meeting. 7p.m.
429 S. Ninth St. *3.
Call 297-1466.
Career Center
Co-op orientation.12:30
p.m. Student Union,
Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.
Career Center
On-campus interview
preparation. 2:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden
Rm. Call 924-6033.
adatost/Littiass Student
Support Group
Ftrst meeting. 230p.m .4p.m. Administration Bldg.,
Rm. 201. Call 924,5910.

SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Thu-Step 1 lesson/open
dancing. 7:30p.m.-9:30p.m.
Event Center, Aerobics Rm.
Call 287-0509.

Gamma Zeta Alpha
Recruitment and info table.
fta.m.-Ip.m. Student Union.
Call 297-7952.

SJSU Fencing Club
First meeting and practice.
5:30p.m.-7p.m. Spartan
Complex Rm.
Call 280-6019.

Donations and
Sales
Ongoing Book Sale (donations welcome). 10a.m.-2p.m.
WLN Rm. 408 and Clark
Library Lobby. Call 924-2705.

iikimen’s Resource Center
Open house (internships available). 9a.m.-5p.m.
Administration Bldg., Rm.
217. Call 924-6500.

bLS.A.
Ramadan lftar. 5:15p.m.
Business Classrooms, Rm. 212.
Call 448-8212.
Sigma Theta Psi
Information table. 11:30p.
Student Union.
r.
It 238-3827.

Arab Student Union
First meeting and elections.
4:30p.m.-5:30p.m. Student
Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 2956678.
Asian Student Support Group
General Meeting.
4p.m. Administration
Rm. 201. Call 924-5910,

Med Hispanic
dub)
meeting/tutoting. 2p.m.M. Student Union, Council
732-8024.
bers.
Gamma Zem Alpha
Recruitment arid infonnatitin
table,
Student
,1101011. Call 297-7952.

Bhakti Yoga Amociation
First meeung/introduction.
11:30a.m.-1:3.m. Student
Union, Costancen Rm.
Can 288-630)

itiste104:16.Woritishopnusio
(one unitM

Delta Sigma Pi
"Meet the chapter." 8p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 983-4748.
Fantasy and Strategy Club
Open gaming. 5p.m.-10p.m.
Student Union, Cosutioan
Rm. Call 924-7097.

WEDNESDAY

CU Pi Sigma (Co-ed)
Fraternity (Aj./Seciology
mi4orsiettinors)
Rush table. 8a.rn-12noon.
floor.
MacQoanie
Call S.843S,

College Democrats
First general meeting. 4p.m.
Student Union, Montalvo Rm.
Call 364-1243.

Women’s Resource Center
Open House (internships
avallable).9a.rn.-5p.m.
Administration Bldg., Rm.
217. Call 924-6500.
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said McCormick, who believes her
seminars as well as others like them
have had an important effect on those
Maureen McCormick, Marcia Brady
who attend.
from the television show "The Brady
McCormick began her work proBunch," will make an SJSU appearance
’noting women’s health because of
Thursday at 4p.m. in room 189 of the
friends who were affected by unwantEngineering Building to talk to stued pregnancies. She says she was also
dents about birth control.
influenced by her father, a school
The free lecture titled, "Birth
teacher, who taught her about the
Control Matters in San Jose," is being
importance of education.
co-sponsored by San Jose Medical
In her post-Brady Bunch years,
Group and the SJSU School of
McCormick has recently been pursuNursing, Department of Nursing and
ing
a country music career. She
Student Health Services.
toured the country with her current
It will focus on talking openly with
album, When You Get A Little
students about birth control issues,
Lonely," which was highlighted in
McCormick
while also providing information about
Boston when she opened for country
preventing unwanted pregnancies.
McCormick, who has been touring the country for singer (lint Black.
McCormick has been married for 11 years and has
several years talking about birth control, hopes these a six-year-old
daughter. She says she will be returning
lectures will help provide information so that woman
to acting soon.
can make important decisions about family planning.
on the seminar call 282information
For
more
"People today are bright and very much aware,"
2838.

By Heather L Haas

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

RFK Jr. to speak in Santa Cruz
By Jennifer Johnson

Spar um Daily Sniff writ.

EarthSave International is sponsoring a benefit with guest speaker
Robert F. Kennedy Jr., Thursday at
the Santa Cruz Civic Auditorium.
The benefit will discuss topics
for reclaiming the environment,
including cultural and economic
impacts in the area, as well as
Kennedy’s involvement as senior
staff attorney for the Natural
Resources Defense Council in the

Hudson River dean up project.
EarthSave’s objective is to
inform Kennedy of local environmental concerns involving the San
Lorenzo River and the Monterey
Bay and to "possibly get some ideas
of what we can do here," said
EarthSave representative Harlan
Klein.
Kennedy has had success prosecuting governments and compaflies for pollution, arguing cases
for expanding citizen access to the

shoreline and suing sewage treatment plants for noncompliance
with the Clean Water Act.
He is also a clinical professor of
environmental law at Pace
University Law School in New York
where he supervises an environmental law clinic that sues poiKlein said Kennedy will give the
lecture at 7:30 p.m., immediately
following a press conference at 7
p.m.

Student Union, Pacheoa Rm.
Call 383-8430.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - In
this Mecca for homosexuals, city
officials on Monday unanimously
approved a measure giving gay
couples the right to a symbolic
"wedding" ceremony beginning
March 21.
The San Francisco Board of
Supervisors voted 8-0 to allow civil
ceremonies recognizing domestic
partnerships.
"San Francisco is once again
illustrating that this is a humane,
compassionate and equal opportunity city for all people who live
here," said the sponsor of the proposal, Supervisor Carole Migden.
While the ritual would be a wed-
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"marginally profitable until recent
skyrocketing prices for printing
and paper added millions to our
casts."
It said both magazines would
continue to be available in electronic versions through on-line services. New electronic editions will
be produced with a "lean editorial
and free-lance contributions,
s
said Jacqueline Markham, a
Guccione spokeswoman.
The paper versions will resume
when costs come down, she said.

Member of television’s first family to give lecture

San Francisco approves gay mamage

I

Magazineithaiise Internet over paper
NEW YORK (AP) - Omni and
Longevity magazines have suspended publication because of rising paper and postal costs but will
continue making material available
on computer on-line services, their
owner said Tuesday.
General Media International,
which also publishes Penthouse
magazine, said it had laid off 31
staff members.
In a statement, the company
founded by Bob Guccione said
Omni and Longevity had been
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Guccione said General Media’s
costs last year rose by 60 percent
for paper and about 35 percent for
postage.
He said the company’s focus
now will be on strengthening
Penthouse, which he said "continues to be a strong and highly profitable franchise."
He was quoted in a report
Tuesday in The New York Times
that "1995 was the first year in 30
years that Penthouse ever lost
money."

v,,joa Application deadline: March 15

ding, the result would not be a
legal marriage. The observance
would carry no legal weight. It
would serve only to solemnize a
series of rights the city has granted
gay couples since its domestic partnership law took effect on
Valentine’s Day in 1991.
Under that ordinance, San
Francisco allows gay couples who
register as domestic partners visitation rights in hospitals, shared
health plans for city employees
and bereavement leave for city
employees when a domestic partner dies. Private employers are not
required to grant the same benefits.

Weddings would be performed
by the county clerk, or anyone else
deputized by the clerk, and could
be held anywhere from City Hall
to progressive churches where
clergy members agree to allow the
ceremony.
San Francisco’s effort to recognize long-term homosexual partnerships is at odds with a state
effort to prohibit their recognition
in California. The state Assembly is
scheduled to look at a bill on
Tuesday that would prohibit
California from recognizing samesex marriages, whether performed
inside the state ortetoutside.
xt
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WELCOME BACK!
THE ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS OFFICE WISHES EVERYONE A HAPPY AND SUCCESSFUL SPRING TERM
ENROLLMENT/TRANSIT CARDS
Enrollment/Transit Cards were mailed to students who had enrolled and paid
their fees by January 10. They were mailed to the address we had on file as of
November 1. The cards are pink this term and are good throughout the summer.
Yellow Enrollment/Transit Cards from last term are usable through Friday,
February 9. After that date, you must have a pink card to use campus facilities
or to ride county transit.
Cards that were not mailed are available for pickup in the Assessment Center
once your fees have been paid.

Earn a Master of Occupational
Therapy at Samuel Merritt
College in Oakland.
Occupational therapists help people of
all ages whose ability to live normally or
care for themselves has been affected by
illness or injury. It’s a growing field with
an abundance of employment opportunities that can provide you with both
personal and professional rewards.
At Samuel Merritt College, the
two-year curriculum in our entry-level
program f followed by a
six month internship) .4#
is based on a Mindbody
model which honors
the interconnection of
the mind and body as
one entity. Our students benefit from an
outstanding faculty,
small classes with individual attention,
and access to a human cadaver lab on
our state-of-the-art campus at Summit
Medical Center.
Samuel Merritt College was founded in 1909 and also offers undergraduate
and graduate degree programs in nursing and physical therapy. Our Master of
Occupational Therapy Program is fully accredited by the Accreditation Council
for Occupational Therapy Education f ACOTE).
For more infonnation, call of Wrife us today.

800-607-6377
MERRIIt

(ALLEGE

370 Hawthorne Avenue, Oakland, CA 94609
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SPECIAL NOTE TO STUDENTS WHO APPLIED TO GRADUATE
IN DECEMBER 1995. If you applied to graduate, we did not print an
Enrollment/Transit Card for you. If you have returned to campus this Spring,
please stop by the ID Card Center to have a card made for you.

ADD PERMIT CODES
There are no forms to add classes. Instead, remember to get an add permit
code from the instructor of the class you wish to add. Then call TOUCH-SJSU
at 283-7578 to add your class. First enter the Course Schedule Code from the
Schedule of Classes, then enter the add permit code from the instructor.

IMPORTANT DATES
Friday, February 2

Last day to drop classes that meet more
than once a week

Friday, February 9

Deadline for instructors to drop students
from classes Deadline to add classes

The deadline to drop classes that meet once a week is the day after the
second class meeting.

FALL 1996 REGISTRATION STARTS EARLY
Be prepared! Registration for Fall 1996 starts early this year. The first day of
touchtone registration will be Wednesday. May 15. Plan on taking care of GE
assessment and advising early in the term, so you will be ready to register when
your time comes up. Remember, advisors are easier to find in March and April
than they will be during finals.
Are you planning on applying for residency classification for the Fall? Apply.
early in the terns so you know where you stand when registration begins in Max.
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U.S. computer sales fall behind rest of world
NEW NURK tAP) Per sonal computer
sales grew faster overseas than in the
United States last year and Compaq
Computer Corp. widened its worldwide
lead, the market research firm Dataquest
(Touted Monday.
Just under 60 million PCs were shipped
in 1995, up about 25 percent percent
from 47.9 million in 1994. Growth in 1994
front 1993 was ’23.3 percent.
In the United States, there were 22.5
million PCs shipped, up 21 percent from
16.6 million in 1994.
Dataquest’s preliminary year-end report
also said Packard Bell Electronics Inc.
passed Apple Computer Inc. in U.S. sales
to take second behind Compaq. IBM and
Gateway 2000 followed. But the second
five largest PC makers grew far faster in
U.S. sales than the top five.
Hewlett-Packard Co. became the fastest-

growing manufacturer more than doubling its shipments to just over 1 million
units in the United States.
Dataquest and other tita, ket research
firms measure sales in terms of the number of PCs that manufacturers ship to distributors and retailers. The San Jose,
Calif. -based company reported a Top 5 in
worldwide sales and Top 10 in the United
States.
Worldwide, IBM jumped past Apple for
the No. 2 spot, though neither firm grew
as fast as the overall market. Packard Bell
remained the fourth -largest worldwide,
followed by NEC Corp., which grew the
fastest of the five.
PC manufacturers and analysts for
months have said they sensed international markets had become more important
for growth, but there was little hard evidence of the change.

64
We expect slower growth in the U.S. versus the rest of the
world this year as well and probably in a more pronounced way.
Kimball Brown
computer industry analyst

It is happening chiefly because the
United States, where the personal computer was born, is closer than other countries
to saturation in PC demand. When that
happens, PC companies will become
focused on replacement sales, like the
makers of cars.
"We expect slower growth in the U.S.
versus the rest of the world this year as well
and probably in a more pronounced way,"
said Kimball Brown, analyst at Dataquest,

which is based in San Jose, Calif.
The company has forecast worldwide
PC sales to grow 19.5 percent in 1996 and
U.S. sales to grow just 13.5 percent.
Brown said Dataquest believes the slowdown in sales growth is naturally tied to
where PCs are in the three-year lifecycle of
the key chip that runs them. Intel’s
Pentium microprocessor, now the standard on PCs, is past its peak growth. The
successor chip, called Pentium Pro, will

start to become popular late this year and
be the standard component in late 1997.
The Dataquest report solidified a view
that PC sales in the fourth quarter were
brisk but not as strong as some companies
expected. Apple and Packard Bell lost
market share in the United States during
the quarter to Compaq, Hewlett-Packard
and Acer, Dataquest said.
firm,
research
market
Another
International Data Corp. of Framingham,
Mass., in December forecast the same outCompaq,
come in U.S. PC sales
Packard Bell, Apple, IBM and Gateway.
But the company on Monday noted that
growth for Packard Bell and Apple was
sharply lower than the rest of the industry.
Hewlett-Packard’s gains have come
largely from its solid reputation with other
computer products and established marketing force.

Court upholds Milpitas computer obscenity conviction
CINCINNATI (Al’) A federal appeals
court on Monday upheld the convictions
and prison sentences of a California couple found guilty of sending obscene material by computer.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
unanimously affirmed the federal convictions of Robert and Carleen Thomas, of

Milpitas, Calif.
Appeals Judges Nancy Edmunds, Boyce
Martin Jr. and Alice Batchelder also
upheld the trial jury’s decision that the
couple’s computer system should be forfeited to the federal government.
The couple were prosecuted in
Memphis, Tenn. A postal inspector who

received a complaint in Memphis said he
was able to obtain sexually graphic transmissions from an electronic computer bulletin board service the Thomases operated
from their home.
The Thomases were sentenced in
December 1994. Robert Thomas was sentenced to three years and one month in
prison and Carleen
Thomas to 2 1/2
years.
"These ... files
depicted images of
bestiality, oral sex,
incest,
sadomasochistic abuse
and
sex scenes
involving
urination,"
Edmunds

Welcome St1SU Students !!
Have a Safe and
Healthy Spring Semester.
REMEMBER....

Responsible Choices = Smart Choices

Prevention Education Program Center
Adm. Bldg. #222A
924-5945
THE PEP -CENTER SERIES AS A RESOURCE CENTER, REFERRAL ASSISTANCE CENTER, AND
OFFERS EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH ON THE ISSUES OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION , AND ORTE/RCOURINTANCE FIRPE/SEHUAL ASSAULT PREUENTION.

TIME FOR A
REALITY CHECK:

wrote for the appeals court.
Thomas Nolan, a Palo Alto, Calif.,
lawyer representing Robert Thomas, said
he had not seen the court’s ruling but
would discuss with Thomas whether to
appeal further.
The government said Robert Thomas
used an electronic scantier to convert pictures from sexually explicit magazines into
computer files called Graphic Interchange
Format files. The Thomases’ computer
bulletin board, called the Amateur Action
Computer Bulletin Board System, offered
members chat lines, electronic mail messaging and about 14,000 of the files, prosecutors said.
The appeals court rejected defense
arguments that federal obscenity laws did
not apply to intangible objects like the

Man claims sex as his religious right
LOS ANGELES (Al’) A man
convicted of trying to rape his wife
argues in court documents that he
is
innocent
because
the
Constitution and his religion give
him the right to demand sex from
his spouse.
Ramiro Espinosa’s attorney is
expected to request a new trial in
Superior Court today, when
Espinosa is scheduled to be sentenced for his conviction of
attempted spousal rape and
spousal abuse.
"No one doubts the intensely
held mutual Catholic belief of the
alleged victim and of the accused
that they are obligated to give to
each other sexual intercourse,"
attorney Michael McEntee said in
documents filed with the court.
Espinosa, and his wife of 30

years, Imelda, have 10 children.
Espinosa, an upholsterer, contends
he is innocent and that since he
and his wife are both Catholic,
they had a duty to have sex.
In legal papers filed earlier this
month, McEntee argues that
California’s attempted spousal
rape law unconstitutionally chills
the free exercise of his religion.
Prosecutor Diana M. Teran
called that argument "offensive."
In legal papers she filed
Thursday, she said: "Women are
no longer chattel that can be
abused, raped and killed by their
spouses without consequence in
the name of religion."
Church leaders also reject M:.
Espinosa’s argument, saying that
sex should be part of a loving relationship.

THESE DAYS, CHANCES
ARE
BEFORE YOU’RE EVEN
SEEN

OR HAVE ONE OF THE THESE

Tome
Street
Home

FILLED...
KNI SS

YOU’LL PROBABLY BE ASKED IF
YOU HAVE ONE OF THESE

computer files and did not specifically prohibit such computer transmissions. The
judges said the government presented substantial evidence that the couple advertised the sexually explicit files and intended to share them with customers.
The Thomases also bought, sold and
delivered to customers sexually explicit
videotapes, prosecutors said. Customers
ordered the tapes by sending the
Thomases e-mail and the couple sent the
tapes by overnight delivery service, the
government said.
The Thomases were each convicted of
conspiracy to violate obscenity laws, knowingly using their computer-telephone network for interstate transport of obscene,
computer-generated materials, and shipping obscene videotapes.
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This year’s Student Health and Accident Insurance Plan
underwritten by the Mid-Western National Life Insurance Company of
Tennessee can put you more at ease by helping you keep your health
care costs affordable.
This plan offers low rates, low deductible and the choice of an Optional
Catastrophic Medical benefits to help further cover the expenses of
those unforeseen sicknessess and injuries. With this benefit, the company will pay 80% of the additional covered medical expenses incurred,
up to the maximum of $10,000 under Plan A or 100% of addtional
covered medical expenses incurred up to $20,00 under Plan B - minus
the Basic Benefits already paid for each sickness or injury.
It is important to have some type of insurance coverage these days.
Isn’t it better to concentrate on recuperationg than make yourself more
sick worrying about how to cover your health care expenses? Wouldn’t
you feel better just knowing you’re covered?
(It’s time to check on it)
For obtaining more detailed information regarding this policy, contact the Associated Student Bussiness Office, or call toll- free 1-800237-0903

Street K

Catholic doctrine holds that
each spouse should accede to a
reasonable request by the other
for sex, said Father Gregory Coiro,
spokesman for the 1 os Angeles
Archdiocese.
"It has to be something that is by
mutual consent," Coiro said,
adding, "The man does not have
the right to demand sex from his
wife at all times, under all circumstances. That’s just not church
teaching."
Mrs. Espinosa, who now works as
a maid and lives alone, testified
that her husband made her sleep
in the attic. She said that in August
1994, he broke into her room
seeking sex and that after much
screaming and begging, she convinced him to stop.

TEE BREkTHER
ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS
If you are healthy, non-smoking
and between the ages 12-65, you
may qualify to participate in a
research study using an
investigational asthma or allergy
medication. You will receive
financial compensation for
your time and effort. Qualified
participants could earn up to

$800.
Allergy & Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Research
Center
4155 Moorpark Avenue, Suite 3, Minion.

ACCESS...
Pick one i4)
at a rack near you.

1-800-74-ASTIINIA

SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPT - OPEN CLASSES
1200
*AAS 20 ETHNIC WOMEN IN US TR
1330
"AAS 20 ETHNIC WOMEN IN US TR
*AAS 25 CHANGING MAJORITY MWF 1030
1900
*AAS 25 CHANGING MAJORITY R
1200
AAS 144 VIETNAM WOM IN AM TR
1200
TR
AAS 175 ASIAN AM COMM
1030
TR
AAS 186 VIETNAMESE EXP AM
1030
AAS 193 WOMEN/MINORITIES TR
AAS 193 WOMEN/MINORITIES MWF 0830
1800
AAS 193 WOMEN/MINORITIES W
"AAS 195 PEO CLR AM - 185(/ -PR R 1800 (c.stime)
0900
"CP 191 CULTURAL PLURALISM TR
"CP 191 CULTURAL PLURALISM MM.’ 0930
*CP 191 CULTURAL PLURALISM SAT 0900(csums)
1030
CP
193 WOMEN/MINORITIES TR
193 WOMEN/MINORITIES MWF 0830
CP
1800
193 WOMEN/MINORITIES W
CP
0730
"SOCS 100W WRITING WORKSHOP TR
SOCS 100W WRITING WORK.SII0P MWF 0830
SOCS 100W WRMNG WORK.S110P MWF 1330
1200
SOCS 177 SOCIETY & EDUCATION TR
1330
TR
SOCS 178 IIIST/SOC SCI

SOCS 193 WOMEN/MINORITIES
SOCS 193 WOMEN/MINORITIES
SOCS 193 WOMEN/MINORITIES
SOCS 194 SOC SCI LITERATURE
SOCS 195 SOC SCI SEMINAR
SOCS 195 SOC SCI SEMINAR
SOCS 195 SOC SCI SEMINAR
SOCS 195 SOC SCI SEMINAR
SOCS 297 SOCIAL THEORY
"WOMS 10 SEX & GENDER ROLES
.WOMS 10 SEX & GENDER ROLES
*WOMS 20 ETHNIC WOMEN IN US
*MOMS 20 ETHNIC WOMEN IN US
WOMS 101 STUDY OF WOMEN
WOMS 101 STUDY OF WOMEN
.WOMS 101 STUDY OF WOMEN
WOMS 120 LESBIAN CULT HIST
WOMS 144 VIETNAM WOM IN AM
WOMS 193 WOMEN/MINORITIES
WOMS 193 WOMEN/MINORITIES
WOMS 193 WOMEN/MINORITIES
WOMS 201B FEMINLST THOUGHT

GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES

1034)
0830
1800
W
1330
TR
TR
0900
TR
1200
MWF 0830
MWF 1230
1800
1500
TR
MWF 0830
TR
1200
1330
TR
MWF 1030
MWF 1130
S 1200(csums)
1800
1200
TR
TR
1034)
0 830
MWF
1804)
W
W
1800
TR
MWF
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UC head admits affirmative action mistake
President says

he
mishandled delay

LOS ANGELES (AP)
University ot
California President Richard Atkinson said
in a letter to a UC regent that he mishandled his decision to delay banning affirmative action at the university, the Los
Angeles Times reported Monday.
The newspaper said Atkinson, who was
named president of the UC system four
months ago, told Regent Ward Connerly
in a two-page draft letter that "I recognize
the board’s role in establishing university
policy and erred in not adequately con -

suiting with the regents before deciding to
postpone" the programs.
A final version of the letter is expected
to be forwarded to the entire Board of
Regents today. The Times’ account quoted sources that had seen the document.
Connerly, a Sacramento businessman
and the regent who spearheaded the ending of race and gender preferences at UC,
refused Sunday to reveal the letter’s precise contents, but described it as a "a step
in the right direction."
Despite Atkinson’s apparent contrition,
a special closed-door meeting of the board
remains scheduled for Wednesday. The
meeting, which is widely expected to
include a discussion of Atkinson’s job per-

formance, was requested by 10 of the
regents.
The fact that the meeting is still on may
have caught the university system’s nine
chancellors
the top administrators of
the nine campuses by surprise.
"They were assuming that if the letter
was agreed to, the meeting would be off,"
a source told the Times. "They are surprised to learn ... there will still be a meeting.
Atkinson’s letter also proposes a compromise date for when the ban on preferences in undergraduate admissions should
take effect: the spring 1998 term, which is
six months earlier than Atkinson originally
proposed, but later than the 1997 date

sought by Connerly and Gov. Pete Wilson.
Atkinson also said affirmative action
preferences in graduate and professional
schwl admissions will pro( eed an cording
to the original schedule, di le ting stink-tits
who enroll in fall 1997.
The regents, spurred on Wilson, voted
last July to ban race- and gender-based
affirmative action programs at the university. Wilson, who as governor is president
of the board, wanted the prohibition to
take effect in the fall of 1997; Atkinson
said it could not occur before fall 1998.
Last week, Wilson summoned Atkinson
for an angry, private meeting from which
the 66-year-old former chancellor of UC
San Diego emerged red-fu ed.

Wilson, an unsuccessful presidential
candidate, appointed Connerly to the
Board of Regents, and they are working
together to qualify the "California civil
rights initiative," a statewide affirmative
tioii ban, for the November ballot
At least one regent accused Connerly of
conducting a potential witch hunt.
"If he intends to change the meeting ...
and turn it into an inquisition on the
actions of Atkinson in relation to his chancellors, that’s completely unacceptable,"
said Regent Roy Brophy. He said Connerly
was declaring, in effect, "You’ve corrected
the thing, but now we want to see who we
can punish for it."
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Nobel poet Brodsky
dies in Brooklyn
Latreate called
technical master
of depth and wit
NEW YORK (AP) Joseph
Brodsky, whose belief in the
power of poetry carried him
from persecution in Russia to
the Nobel Prize for literature,
has died. He was 55.
Brodsky died in his sleep at
his Brooklyn home on Sunday,
apparently of a heart attack.
The rumpled, chain-smoking Russian exile who became
a poet laureate of the United
States was a fervent believer in
the redemptive powers of poetry. He dreamed of making it
accessible to everyone, saying
volumes of poetry should be
sold in supermarkets and kit
in hotel rooms.
"Poetry is perhaps the only
insurance we ve got against the
vulgarity of the human heart,"
he once said.
Brodsky said American poetry helped him survive years of
persecution in the Soviet
Union and "made me an
American long before I arrived
on these shores."
Brodsky, who was Jewish, was
constantly in conflict with the
Soviet authorities. In 1964, he
was sentenced to five years of
hard labor in the Arctic Circle
region of Arkhangelsk on what
ifsse1y6:4 described as "the
absurd charge" of parasitism.
In a 1987 interview with The
Associated Press, Brodsky said
the experience made him
more resilient "in every possible way.’

"Somehow I learned I can
take well, not everything
but quite a lot," he said.
Brodsky’s sentence was commuted in 1965, but the persecution
continued.
Soviet
authorities refused to grant
him visas to attend several
international poetry forums
and, in 1972, forced him into
exile,
He settled in the United
States, where he was befriended by poet W.H. Auden, and
became an American citizen in
1980. Life in the United States
was "terribly good to me,"
Brodsky once said. "In plain
terms, I was more free."
In 1987, Brodsky was awarded the Nobel Prize for
Literature, an honor he jokingly called "a big step for me, and
a small step for mankind."
In naming him poet laureate
in 1991, James Billington, the
librarian of Congress, said
Brodsky "has the open-ended
interest in American life that
immigrants have. This is a
reminder that so much of
American creativity is from
people not born in America."
Brodsky began writing poetry in 1955, when he was just 15.
His work was distinguished by
its depth, irony, wit, and technical mastery. It was pervaded by
the haunting themes of exile
andloss.’
In one poem Brodsky wrote
of his desire to return someday
to his native St. Petersbur,g, to
"die on Vasilievsky Island. But
Brodsky never returned to his
homeland, even after the collapse of the Soviet regime.

Foster tabbed as teen pregnancy adviser

WASHINGTON (AP)
Recasting a failed
nominee, President Clinton Monday appointed
rejected surgeon general candidate Dr. Henry
Foster as his special adviser on teen-age pregnancy.
Clinton also helped kick off a private campaign to reduce the number of children having
children. The president said Foster would be
his liaison "to make sure that we have done
everything we can do to support this effort"
"This is not a problem that can be solved in
Washington. This is not a problem that can be
solved by a political speech, no matter how
statesmanlike," Clinton said. "This is a challenge that has to be dealt with one-on-one ... all
throughout the country."
"I believe what is needed on this issue is a
revolution of the heart," the president added.
"We have to work to instill in every young man
and woman a sense of responsibility."
Members of the campaign plan to meet in
New York this week and should be "up and running in a month," Clinton said. Few details
were released about the group’s plans.
The decision to appoint Foster could spark
criticism from Republicans, who rejected
Foster’s nomination last year because of inconsistent statements on his abortion record as a
Tennessee obstetrician. Reducing teen-age
pregnancy was supposed to be Foster’s top priority as surgeon general.

Foster will not he paid for what Willie House
press secretary Mike McCurry described as a
part-time job. He will get an office and travel
budget at the Department of Health and
Human Services. Foster, who did not talk to
reporters Tuesday, will continue his work as
professor at Meharry Medical College in
Nashville, Tenn., McCurry said.
Women’s groups have pressed Clinton to
make teen-age pregnancy a key issue, and they
had lined up in support of Foster. Later
Monday, Clinton was accepting a report on
women business ownership
McCurry said Clinton did not plan to nominate a surgeon general candidate this year.
"It would be difficult to appoint a surgeon
general or nominate a surgeon general candidate who reflects the president’s view that abortion should be safe, legal and rare," McCurry
said. "That doesn’t qualify with the rather
extreme view that portions of the Republicans
have in the Senate."
He said Clinton is satisfied with the work of
Audrey F. Manley, deputy surgeon general.
The president nominated Foster in 1995
after Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders was
forced to resign over a series of controversial
statements. Foster’s nomination was rejected in
the summer of 1995 by the Republican Senate.
Foster’s new position, which also makes him
a presidential adviser on youth issues, won’t
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LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT
If you took the test today, how would you score?
Come find out,

PROBIBIA

Take a practice test, proctored exactly like the real thing.

TRAVEL THE HEART OF THE ORIENT
VISIT THAILAND AND MALAYSIA
JOIN THE CAL STATE HAYWARD SUMMER QUARTER
ABROAD AT THAMMASAT UNIVERSITY IN BANGKOK
Earn academic/transfer credit and learn from experts about
the booming Pacific Rim and South East Asian culture. Visit
Buddhist temples, Bridge on the River Kwai, ride elephants in
Chiang Mai, swim at Phuket and Pattaya beach resorts. Four
week Study Program followed by two week Discover Thailand
Tour. Complete regular business, social science and general
education courses with Hayward faculty. June 17 to August 6,
$3,5000 package includes airfare, study tour, meals, and
Discover Thailand Tour without Study Program
lodging.
$2,500: Enroll by March 29. More info: Professor Shyam
Kamath (510) 885-4275 or Julie Clark (510) 885-3538

COULDNT GET
THE REQUIRED CL4SS
YOU NEEDED?
TAKE IT AT
WEST VALLEY COLLEGE!
TWO LOWER DIVISION BUSINESS COURSES THAT ARE
IMPACTED AT SJSU ARE ALSO OFFERED AT WEST VALLEY
COLLEGE WITH PLENTY OF SEATS STILL AVAILABLE!
pr. The first class is the Sal’s course Bus 92 which is equivalent
to West Valley College’s CIS 005A, Application Programming
I (C08014, CIS 005A is offered at West Valley College on
Thurs. evening from 700 to 10:00 PM.
1100The second class is the SJSU’s course Bus 93 which is equivalent
to West Valley Colleges CIS 011, Systems Analysis. CIS 011
is offered at West Valley College on Mon evening from 7:00
to 10:00 PM
? Students can register at the Admissions and Records office,
and then go to classroom Bus 9 for both the CIS 005A and
CIS 011 courses $il 3/UNIT FOR All CALIFORNIA
RESIDENTS, REGARDLESS OF DEGREES HELD,
WEST VALLEY COUEGE, 14000 FRU1TVALE AVE, SARATOGA

408/741-2001

Senate confirmation
He announced the first members of a private
National Campaign to Reduce Teen-age
Pregnancy, including former surgeon general
C. Everett Koop, comedian Whoopi Goldberg,
former Sen. Warren Rudman, R-N.H., and
MTV president Judy McGrath.
McCurry said the group had secured pledges
for millions of dollars in private donations that
will help kick off the campaign. McCurry said
he did not know how the money will be spent,
but he said the group probably will urge teens
to use contraceptives if they have sex.
"Encouraging the use of contraceptives is
something that everyone involved with this has
seen as one aspect of solving this problem,"
McCurry said.
"One of their mandates is to lay out a clear
mission," said White House spokeswoman
Ginny Terzano. "This is a serious, non-partisan
effort to mobilize various sectors across the
country."
Terzano did not reveal who will serve as campaign organizers.
Clinton renewed his commitment to reduce
teen pregnancy during his State of the Union
address last week. He had promised such a crusade during last year’s address, but that promise
died with Foster’s nomination.
nerd

SOLUTION

BY THE WAY.
HAVE WE MENTIONED THE COST OF BOOKS?
You have more than just education on your mind. ups has
pui I time loos VIM respona to tnese concerns. Un
loading lobs start at 58.35 per hour. UPS Jobs
important medical and dental benefits, and oppo
stucteni loans we otter an this for working 3-4 hours a day,
five days a week. UPS can help solve your economic.
upleMS so you can focus on your academic ones
To schedule an interview. visit your career advisor or cal
415 737-6495

Learn strategies from Kaplan leachers that will help you
He the exam on test day.
ileirt miss out ea this cost-free, risk-free opportunity.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST to reserve your seat!
Santa Clara: Saturday, February 111111
San Arse State: Sunday, February 11th

KAPLAN

STOP St EEPIING
WITH 1101 R
PZIESSORS,
words? If your professors are putting you
Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big. intellectual
to sleep, Revive with Viyarin’. Don’t let fatigue
get the best of you. Vivann’s the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
bottom.
So stay sharp in class. Don’t sleep your way to the

nevive%sAth
0 ig95
Each tab," ,

200 mg it cat..

POLIAI

5’ 5/01111*

SEE US ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB 0: http//wwwwwixrdrercrus/win

111......m...-

.11116-11

www-
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Results
!’ran. 27- 2Y
Women’s Gymnastics
Spartans lose to Cal
State Fullerton 190.275188 950. Gymnasts break
six school records. Junior
Tara Law breaks two
records.
Men’s Tennis
Spartans lose in doubles.
8-5, and singles, 6-3,6-4

San Jaw State University SPARTAN DAILY
4111INXIIIIIIMWAIWANNINURIUMNINIMINO

Ducks sweep all but one match
By Michael Barton
Spartan Daily Sian Writer

The University of Oregon swept
everv match but one Stuiday on
Spartan courts, defeating SJSU in
the Men’s tennis non-conference
season opener.
The competition comprised six
singles matches and three doubles.
Oregon dominated the day, earning seven of the total eight points
to win. Each singles win scores one
point and each doubles match,

played best two out of three, is
worth one point.
The match opened with three
heated doubles games. SJSU players knew Oregon would be a
tough match-up.
"Ryan and 1 played their number one doubles team and lost 8 to
6 at the Rolex Invitational," teammate Tod Dissly said.
In the top doubles match,
University of Oregon’s ForsbergWilliams defeated Baruch-Reilly
(SJSU), 8-5. Six singles matches
ensued, completing Oregon’s vic-

tory. In the top singles match,
Oregon’s Williams defeated Reilly,
Oregon has played 9 matches
this season for a 7-2 season record
so far. This match was SJSU’s first.
SJSU, with three second-year
veterans and three new players this
season, is a young team. "I’m curious to see (about the season) with
kids young and not that experienced," Coach John Hubbell said.
Oregon is happy about the win
and the season, hut also about getting some sun. "Getting out like

today and seeing the sun is wonderful," Oregon’s Coach Chris
Russell said. "We play inside a lot."
Double.
Forsberg -Williams (0) del Baru, h.Reillv
(SJSU), 155. De’orsaGoldstem (0) def DisslvWeihe )SJSU). 65, Navarro-Williams (0) del
Reeder-Sellschop (SJSU), 5-4
SiVka
Williams (0) def. Redly
6-3,6-4,
Forsberg (0) del Dissly (SJSU), 7-5, 2-6, 6-2;
Sellahop (SJSU) def. Carlos Navarro (0), 7-5, I6, 73, DeVorss (0) def Wedie (SJSU), 63, 34,7-

(stso).

S. Strong (0) del Baruch (SJSU) 64, 24, 73,
Arriaga k 01 def. Reeder (SJSU), 61, 63

Men’s Hockey
Spartans beat USC. 8-0.
Women’s Basketball
Spartans lose to UC Irvine
76-69, Friday
Spartans defeat Cal
State Fullerton 68-66,
Sunday,
Men’s Basketball
Spartans lose to
UC Santa Barbara, 80-77

SJSU forward Sa,,
Men and guaro
Tito AcIdiSon ied
the Spartans
scoring Mtn 2 t
points
Men also had one
Three-pointer and
Addison hod three
assists and Iwo
stet* on the night
See Baskett,oli
story on t’

Schedule
Men’s Tennis
Hawaii at SJSU,
Event Center
Tuesday 1:30 p.m.
Women’s Tennis
Hawaii at SJSU
Tuesday, 2 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
Hawaii at SJSU
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m
Event Center
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
at SJSU,
Sunday, 2 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
SJSU at UNLV,
Las Vegas. Nevada
Thursday 8:05 p.m.
SJSU at New Mexico
State
Las Cruces, New Mexico
Saturday 7:30 p.m.
Women’s Gymnastics
SJSU at C.S. Sacramento
Sacramento,
Friday (IBA)
SJSU at UC Davis
Davis, CA
Saturday, (TBA)
Baseball
SJSU begins its season on
Feb 3. against CS Los
Angeles in Muni
Stadium at 1:30 p.m.

PHOTO BY (4:HIER() ARIMURA SPARTAN DAILY

There was more than just the hockey444NAMA keep spectatomentertained. -11,t,J,Nrin9,trie match with USC
reierees try to break
Sunday afternoon. Players on both teamswerrt ateach other more44aniance. Here,
up the fight between SJSU defenseman Keith Shore, wearing white jersey, and an unidentified USC player.

iAe

SJSU brawls it out
By Ken McNeill
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
MKT’S hockey team solidified its
second place rank in the Pacific
Division after scoring it’s firstever shut out of the USC Trojans
Sunday. The 8-0 win gaurantees
another trip for the Spartans to
National
ACHA
the
Tournament in Tampa Florida.
SJSU took a quick 3-0 lead in
the first period after goals by
USC fought back in the second period, but neither team
was able to score. A hard check
by forward SJSU’s Andre
Chevalier sent one USC player
to the hospital.
The Spartan thunder rolled in
the third period with SJSU scoring five unanswered goals. USC’s
frustration showed with fights
breaking out on the ice.

This will be SJSU’s second
consecutive trip to the ACHA
National Tournament. Only the
top four ranking teams in the
Pacific division are selected to
compete for the national title.
At the conclusion of the first
semester, the Spartan hockey
club found their team riddled
with injuries. At one point the
team was down six players, four
of them starters. All those
injuries have healed and the
team is hoping to stay healthy
for the rest of the season.
Senior goalie Mike Bruins will
be out for the remainder of the
season after undergoing knee
surgery for a torn ligament.
Bruins was the "All National
Tournament Goaltetider" at lit
National
ACHA
1995
Tournament.

P11010 BY ODER() ARIMURA
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Forward defenseman, Andre Chevalier, foreground
left, blocks a USC player. The Spartans went on to
win 8-0.

DAILY COMICS
What else are y iii pinna read?
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REALITY CHECK BY DAVE WHAMMOND
DtwowiN& HE COULDN’T AcTUAL’( TEST
HIS 114EORr ABouT PEoelE NUT A(.7INCT
PQ11t4C7 SPACE 112.AVEL AT LIONT SPEED,
EINSTEIN SPENT HIS REMAININC7 YEARS
-r-Rors1(7 10 CREATE A REALLY &cop
MoISTORIZER...

Spartaa Daffy Staff Report

The SJSU women gymnasts
proved that their is more to
sports than just winning.
The Spartan gymnasts were
busy, despite losing 190.275188.950, as they established six
(of a possible 10) school records
in their home opener Friday at
Spartan Gym.
"This was a perfect example of
the old sports cliche’ that ’it’s not
whether you win or lose, but how
you perform that counts," said a
happy 12th year head coach
Jackie Walker. "We lost by less
than a point-and-a-half to Cal
State Fullerton the No. 13
ranked team in the country, and
we really, really performed well."
Walker’s Spartans set six
records (three individual and
three team marks), including
one for total points at 188.950,
upping the standard by more
than two points over the old
record of 186.175 set last
March against Air Force
Academy. The team marks for
vaulting (47.075) and beam
(47.525) were also established,
Friday.
"We rewrote half the record
book," Walker said.
More than half to be exact, the
gymnasts appeared to live up to
their 1996 preseason promotional billing of "New and
Improved.
Talking about new, freshman
Bridgett Coates broke the school
record for the vault with a 9.675
score. The old mark was set by
Law and tied last weekend by
another freshman, Danielle
Wasko, in SJSU’s season opener
at Cal.
Junior Tara Law set a school
all-around standard at 38.675,
replacing Jodi Solod’s 38.400 set
in 1993. On the way, Law also
rewrote the school’s beam mark
with a 9.825. The- 61(1’ beam
record of 9.750 was set itt 1989 by
Kriss Miller and was tied twice by
Solod in ’92 and by Hawley
Almstedt last year.

Seles
receives
threat

BOUND & GAGGED BY DANA SUMMERS

OFF THE MARK BY MARK PARISI

Gymnasts
break six
school
records

MIXED MEDIA BY JACK OHMAN
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MELBOURNE, Australia (AP)
Open tennis offiAustralian
cials received an anonymous
phone call threatening the life of
Monica Seles during the second
week of the championships, a
Melbourne newspaper reported
Tuesday.
Seles was not told of the threat,
the Herald Sun newspaper
reported.
The death threat, made by telephone to the Tennis Australia
offices, was kept from Seles so she
could concentrate on her tennis,
but security around her was
boosted, the newspaper said.
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Spartans fold after first half
Gauchos shoot 62.5 percent to run away with victory
By Lindy Boiervert
Spartan Drily Staff Writer

PHOTO BY TR. (kik ifOL.S - SPARTAN DAR Y
Spartan Sam Allen dunks for two, leaving behind Santa
Barbara opponent Mark Flick on Saturday’s game.

After a successful first half, the
SJSU men’s basketball team came
back from the locker room to
hand over the game to University
of California, Santa Barbara (9-8,
6-3)at the San Jose Event Center
Saturday night.
After the 80-77 loss, the
Spartans watched their record
drop to 4-13 and 3-6 in the Big
West Conference. SJSU has lost
five straight games and is in ninth
place in the conference.
SJSU led at the end of the first
half 41-36, but the first half of the
game was no indication of the end
result. Spartan forward Sam Allen
executed a crowd pleasing slam
dunk in the first three minutes of
play. SJSU guard Tito Addison, forward Olivier Saint-Jean and Allen,
went on to dominate the scoreboard making 30 of the 41 SJSU
first half points.
Addison, who scored a career
high of 21 points, was among the
three high scorers of the game.
Allen scored 21 and UCSB’s center
Mark Flick had 22.
At one point the Gauchos
trailed by 12 points. "In the first
half we weren t patient, and it had
a lot to do with their defense,"

Gauchos coach Jerry Pimm said.
After the halftime break, the
Spartans’ shooting percentage fell
to 38.9 percent as they missed key
shots and made bad decisions on
offense. Allen twice passed the ball
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to an unaware Saint-Jean. turning
the ball over to the Gauchos on
both accounts.
"We have five minutes where we
don’t do squat," Addison said.
"Squat" is just what they did.
They went from a 41-36 lead at the
top of the second half to falling
behind by as many as 14 points.
"It’s a mental thing. We have
guys that take a vacation," SJSU
head coach Stall Morrison said.
The vacation lasted slightly too
long. The Spartans came bark
strong during the last few minutes
of the game, coming as close as a
basket away from victory.
"We (UCSB) got mad because
we had a 14 point lead and they
(SJSU) came back at us hard,"
Gaucho guard Phillip Turner said.
In the final minutes, Spartan
guard Jahi Bacon lost control of a
breakaway layup and missed a
chalice to tie the game. Bacon
slightly redeemed himself by making a 2-point layup that narrowed
the Spartan deficit to two points
with 10 seconds left in the game.

The
ns will next meet amference
foe UNLV04 Las Vegas, Nevada an
Thursday al 8:05 p.m.

TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elem. school-age recreation prog.,
P/T from 2-6pm. M -F during the
school year, turns into F/T (or P/T)
during sum, camp prog. Xlnt. sal.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not mil.
school year? Call for summer employment-lifeguards, ramp leaders).

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
EMPLOYMENT
Part-time. am/pm shifts, flexible
RECEPTIONIST WANTED must hars. Serving Downtown Sal:lose
type at least 45 wpm, 10 key, good Inner City Express. Apply in person.
bilirg & 22 West Saint John, San Jose.
phone manner, psylpil,
various Idles. Reese call 2790765.
WORK P/T WITH DISABLED ADULTS
NANNY NEEDED IN CUPEITTINO evenings & weekends In thee own
homes. $7 2 1/hr..Call Greater
2/3.301hrsyyrit. $10-$12/hr.
’Opportunities at 248-4464. Live-in
Ideal job for a student. No Feel
also available.
Town & Country Agency.
1-415-325-2082.
ATTITUDE
OVER
EIMBIATOR - Previous knoelecte of
RESUME
blueprints h regards to painting lest.
International marketing Finn
Exp. in bidding. Must put together
seeks open minded, energetic
bidpeckets. Cal 2970765.
indryduals with desire for rapid
NANNY/MOTHER’S HELPER. Los advancement. Rex hours. Top S.
Call to schedual interview.
Gatos working mom seeks helper
654-9635.
for child care, light housekeeping
& errands. One school age child.
YOU NEED. Exp. refs. & reliable car. COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" UST
GREAT HOURS: M-F, 1 to 6 flexible. _Register for class _Roommate
GOOD PAY: $6 to $7/hr. DOE. Place to love Student loan Buy
Weeldy paycheck. Call 356-2613. 13ooks _F1N5 A JOBII _Strike
up a conversation with that nice
looking person I met at regjstration.
SECURTFY ACUFACTS, INC.
We can’t help you with everyNO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
thing but we may be able to help
Corporate Sites, Top Pale
you with a job.
Too many benefits to list!
Would you like a position that
Day, Swing Grave Shifts, F/T &P/T.
ccmpiment yoi.t class schedule?
Cal or apply n person Mcn-Sun 7-7.
Positicns available throughout San
408-286.5880.5550 Martian he.
Jose, Sala Ctn. Fremcnt & Milpitas.
btwrt San Cabs ad Pairroa,
VANGUARD
berind the Card ad Parry ore.
SECURITY SERVICES
Apply M-F 8arn-5pm.
PART-TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
Excellent Part-Time opportunity!
ccrner Scott/San Tomas.
We are seeking an outgoing indlvidual to assist our Foster City
office approximately 25.30 hrs/wk DRIVER/WAREHOUSE 2 immed.
with general office work. The ideal openings: 10:00am-2:00pm and
candidate will have prior experi- 2:00pm-6:00pm. DMV printout
ence working in a professional required. Cook’s Automotive.
environment. Strong customer (408)453-7771. EOE
service skills & general business
$$$ ATTENTION $$$
skills required. Part-time hours
M-F, flexible. Computer literacy a Mega Memory’s Kevin Trudeau
plus. Qualified applicants please has a BRAND NEW ground floor
fax or mall your resume to: money making opportunity!!!
C. Reichert, Oakwood Corporate Don’t miss thisl 1-800-656-6732.
Housing, 3180 Crow Canyon P.,
$35,000/YR. INCOME
Ste. 140, San Ramon, CA 94583;
potential. Reading books. Toll
FAX (510) 355-0295. eoe/aa.
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. RTEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
2236 for details.
FT/PT positions with infants,
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits. lowed.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408-996.1437.

LIKE BEING PAID 3 WAYS?
Hourly wage+ mileage+ tips.
Come to Domino’s Pizza, 576 E.
Santa Clara St. 298-3030,
9233030, 5783030.

TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near tight Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408-494-0200
Downtown
Campbell
408-3642700
Office positions also available.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed rite immediate
area Full-time/parttime openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
BRAND NEWIll
VISION 21 - An AWESOME new
Tele-Communications Co. wants
motivated individuals for an
INCREDIBLE ground floor opportunity. Immediate & residual income
potential. 1-8 00-656-6732.
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
Our 129 year-old publishing company. Southwestern, is looking to
select 8-10 students from SJSU
to work in our summer program.
Average profit from summer work:
$5,766. For interview information
call (408)241-9903.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- tam up
to 52,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time pesltions. No
exp necessary. For info. call
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60413.
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.
BACK TO SCHOOL MIMI HIRING
NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs
earning $10 hr. to $400/week.
Jobs filled on a first come basis,
call 408-249-8446.
TROPICAL BEACH RESORT .1085
Luxurious hotels are now hiring
seasonal positions. Lifeguards,
food service, housekeepers.
host/hostess, & front desk staff.
Call Resort Employment Services
1-206971-3600 ext. R60411.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
up to $120/weekl
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 1834 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.

CHILD CARE: For 2 cute boys.
6+ flexible hrs/wk. Vcry close to
campus. Call Lisa at 286-5451.

FOR RENT
2 DORM. APARTMENT- $800/510.
Security type budding
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM FOR FEMALE in a dean apt
15 min to SJSU. Security. Rent:
$270 / Deo $270. Lisa, 2796405.

INSURANCE

SPORTS/THRILLS

AUTO HISLITIVICE
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving) Tandem, Accelerated
Serving SJSU for 20 yews
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
SPECIAL. DISCOUNTS
1-510-634-7575.
’Good Student’ "FamityMulticar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
CAMPUS CLUBS
NO OBUGARON
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
JOIN ’ME CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Enjoy learning about Irish. Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
ANNOUNCEMENTS beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested In
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
Onty $57.00 per year.
culture. For more information.
call Kelly at (408)927-7925 .
Save 3096- 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

ROOM FOR RENT near Alameda
& Taylor. Young male, non-smoker, no drugs, to share house with
three males, two disabled. $200
per month, equal share utilities,
SCHOLARSHIPS
plus 10 hours a week assisting
disabled. References required. 51,000 MAWR SCHOLARSHFSI
81,000 scholarships and various
Call Carl 275-8484.
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
eligibility. Scholarships available for
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB- Ski receive 5 or more job offers.
Tame Foto 2rd, 36, 4th Two nights, Starting salaries from $30k+.
ski Squaw Valley & Northstar. For details, contact Dr. Jorge
Marcondes, Packaging Program
$100. Call Mark 924-8113.
Coordinator at 408/924-3210,
EXPERIENCE THAILAND wrth Cal IS 207 or CCB 200.
State Hayward’s Bangkok summer Quarter / discover Thailand FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic Billion in private sector grants and
credit. June 17 to August 6. scholarships is now available. All
Info: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538.
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or perent’s income.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
Certain advertisements In
F60413.
these names essay refer the
reader to specific telephone
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
numbers or addr
for
We can help. Private money
additional information.
No payback. For details. call
Classified readers should be
510-632-0835 or 510-471-8667.
’wielded Met, when nmidng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
REAL ESTATE
information before sending
money or goods or services.
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
In addition, readers should
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
melt* Investigate 411 Ronk
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
ollerkig empimment Neth.
Free 1-8004398-9778 Ext. H-2236
orcoupon for discount
for current listings,
vacations or merchend Ise.

mmn

SERVICES
WRMNO HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports.
etc. For more info, please can
Dave Bolick at 5104014554.
VISA/MsetorCord, FAX. EMall.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research 8, writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415) 5280505...aok br Donla
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
1-900-822-COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70 -rein. (9-mm n max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-UNE, Morgan Hill, CA.
5723.
Bus. Ph*
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green
Cards. Reasonable Rates. Call
Tamara Dane), 415-267.7267.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES citu. 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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ADMIN. ASSIST. IN LAW OFRCE.
Part-time, flex schedule; light
phones, bookkeeping, filing; computer eye. admin; data analysis;
fax ream to 408-295-6693.

Narre

Ad Rafts: 3-1Ine MlrfirriUM
Ono
Day
15

1Twoo
Dome
$9
$10
$11
$12

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
Ages 21-30, healthy and
responsible. Generous stipend
and expenses paid. Please call
’,WPC 1-510-820-9495.
$40,000/YR INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC
Users. Toll Free 1-800-8989778 Ext. 1-2236 for listings.

Special student rates available for these classifications.S5.00 for .3 Um ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
0BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"’Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

CASHIERS - NEED DEPENDAILE
working cashiers to fill in several
shifts at two locations. Please apph
In person. 4th .1 Santa Clara
Chevron. 2983964 or 2690337.

Row
Dols
$11
$12
$13
$14

Please check
one classification:

Five
Days
$13 cxy sirs
Zip code
$14
$15
)
(
$te
Send check a money order lc
Illekotan Dolly Claosilloels
After the filth day, rots Inoroosoo by 81 per day. Ilan Jose State, U
1
Ilan Joao, CA 95111v2-714
First ire (25 spires) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10(X) a m two weekdays before publicaticri
SEMESTER RATES
AS ads are prepaid U No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
Rates lox consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
ouirnowerr CALL (4011)524-3277

Two
Days
3 Moo
$7
45,5..
tie
$8
$7
$ Nowt
$9
4 Ilesee
$10
$1 for each additonal line

Cent.

Owen

UC Irvine
UC Santa Barbara
Nevada
Long Beach State
Utah State
Cal State Fullerton
UNLV
Pacific
SJSU

6-2
6-3
5-3
5-3
4-4
4-5
3-5

9-6
9-8
12-6

New Mexico State

3-5

10-7

10-10
5-12
6-10
7-10
4-13
6-10

3-6

3-6

Baltuday’s games
UC Santa Barbara 80, SJSU 77
Nevada 89, Cal State Fullerton 70
New Mexico State 68, UNLV 66
UC Irvine 78, Utah State 72
Monday’s Germs
Utah State at New Mexico State
Nevada at UNLV
Thursday’s games
Long Beach State at Cal State
Fullerton
Pacific at New Mexico State
UC Santa Barbara at UC Irvine
San Jose State at UNLV

Phone: 924-3277 MI FAX: 924-3282

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

PLAN TO BE A TEACHER?
PT tutors needed for K- 12.
Bil.-Spanish. S7-$8 hour.
Work-study OK.
With CALF. MINI CORPS.
9243631.

Teem

rota Mirklinma

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
nukes no can or products or
esivices advertisixl below nor is
there any gunmen Inmiled. The
dessilled columns 04th. Spartan
Daly consist of mkt advertising
and ollerings me not appromd or
verlfkid by She newspaper.

BIG WEST
Men’s Basketball Standings

_campus cups* _Rerta[ Housing
Greek Messages. _Shared Housing.
_Events*
__Real Estate
_Announcements. _Services.
_Lost and Found.. _I-lealtrvBeauty
Volunteers*
_Sports/Thnils
_For Sale
_Insuraice
_Autc> For Sale* _Entertainment*
_Computers Etc _Travel
_Wanted.
_Tutonne
_Employment
_Word Processing
_Opportunities
_Scholarships

WORD PROCESSING

HEALTH & BEAUTY

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science 8, English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
Spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
caii Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back- Chest Lip - Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. FlfSt appt.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. *17. Campbell.
(408) 379-3600.

CAU. MARCIA 298.9448
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Tam Papers/Protects/Resumes
AIDA Twain MLA
Grammar. Sentence Structure
Health Science/Eng./History/Bus.
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted tar removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or discesabIe.
335 S. Baywood Ave San Jose.
247-7486.

DAILY
CROSSWORD
a Pvwers will appear in the next issue

ACROSS
I Needs
6 Two of a kind
10 Erupt
14 Unaccompanied
15 Teen woe
16 Stack
17 Store events
18 Baby buggy
Bet
19 ’ a bushel peck"
20 Retreat
22 Pearl maker
24 Gangster s
girlfriend
25 Gossip
26 Trade
30 Wnter
Dinesen
32 Bread spread
33 Tackle (the
quarterback)
35 Woodwinds
40 More verdant
42 Base
44 Large -eyed
monkey
45 Key - pie
47 Stand
4$ Tiny particle
50 Fee
52 Leave
56 Org
58
Twist"
59 Kind of dome
64 Singer
Turner
65 Arab ruler
87 Novelist
Jong
68 Days before
holidays
69 "Song - Blue"
70 Fury
71 Take a break
72 Wnter
James 73 Tears apart

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MMM MOO OUU WNW
=MOM MMMOMMO
MUMOMMO MOWOMMO
MUM WOO MO=
IMMO OMMWO MUM
MMU MOU00012 WOO
UMMOMUM WOUUWWW
000
UMW
OMMUMMO MUMMA]
MUM OMMUMMW WOO
UMMU @MUM WOO@
MROU OHM MUUM
OULIMUMW WOURWOO
MMEI

WMW

OUO

0110

age un,r.d F..110.

DOWN
1 Cowboy star
LaRue
2 Jai 3 Frigid
4 Leg part
5 Type of bagel
6 Of pontiffs
7 Plastic
8 One - million
9 Shark’s
passenger
10 Twitch
11 Chili bean
12 Church official
13 Has on
21 Infenor
23 Whitehorse’s
territory
26 Cotton pod
27 Sheltered.
on a ship
28 Paper
measure
29 Soy p oduct
3! Nonfat milk

34
36
37
38
39
41
43
46
49
51
52
53
54
55
57
60
61
62
63
66

Singer Guthrie
Nee
Kimono sashes
Someone not me
Plantth-be
In a bad mood
Artist s
plaster
Suppose
Singer Brewer
Make beloved
Election Day
parttctpant
In existence
Movies
Sea captain’s
command
Suit
material
Shore bird
Poster
Frosted
Jam
ngredients,
Coffee cup

MEM MEM MEM
MENNE MENE MEEN
MENNE MUNN NENE
MENNEENE MENNEN
MENE MENNEN
MOWN= HENN
MENE NENE EMMEN
MENEM= MENNE=
MENNE WENN HENN
MIME MENNEN
EMMEN HENN
MENNEN MENEM-ME
MIEN &ENE MENNE
MEM MEN MENNE
MEEN NENE MENNE

.-
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FOUNTAIN FOUNDATION

education were eliminated it
From page 1
many stuayerage and SAT and ACT test would deny access to
dents, especially those of color or
score requirements.
comIt was these observations that coming from disadvantaged
led the trustees to further investi- munities.
to
planned
board
the
Originally
gate the steadily growing need for
remedial
remedial classes and search for completely eliminate
courses, however their new plan
ways to reduce that need.
focuses on
Maria Nieto Senour, a professor aims at reduction and
working with the
in San Diego State
and
elementary
University’s
high schools, so
Department
of
remedial educaThere are too
Counseling
and
tion will no longer
School Psychology,
be
necessary.
many
teachers
in
and also a member
Delaine Eastin,
of the Board of
schools who really
state superintenTrustees for the San
dent of public
Diego Community don’t believe in the
instruction and a
College
District,
CSU trustee, comsaid she thinks the kids they’re working
pletely supports
problem
stems
the recommendafrom
poorly with.
tion, expressing
equipped
K-I2
Maria Nieto Senour the importance of
teachers.
the CSU working
San Diego Community
"There are too
with K-12.
College District trustee
many teachers in
to
need
"We
schools who really
reknit the systems
don’t believe in the
together,"
back
kids the.y’re worksaid Eastin.
ing with, Senour said.
The CSU board is optimistic
Senour also cited research showing that stereotypes present in the about the new plan, hoping to
classroom can cause minority stu- implement it by next January.
Professor Lonna Smith of the
dents to perform below their own
who
level, and many teachers are not SJSU linguistics department,
developmental English
teaches
properly trained to teach these stucourses, is not quite as optimistic.
dents.
"I’ll believe it when I see it,"
Kathy Sproles, president of the
Community College Association, Smith said, citing the board’s lofty
California Teachers Association goal and inability to attain that
expressed concern that if remedial goal in the past.

66

99
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Carl Scindri (left), superintendent for Golden Bay Construction, and Domingue Moraira pour concrete into the
ground for what will eventually be a fountain in front of the Event Center.

Fees: Graduates tired of expense may return
From page 1
lower di% ision,
ieges offer
undergraduate courses. Williams
believes some degree holders may
take a class to update their job
skills or merely for enjoyment.
He sees Main of them being,
"older persons in their career, taking classes tot %cut I. related reasons
... very few intending to transfer to
a university." He believes many
may take courses in the humanities for personal knowledge Hueg
lists foreign language. travel
careers, gardening and music as

!Plink!

ht,a

dt

I I

As for degree hoick’ s who are
intending or ,dread y attending
graduate school, community colleges aren’t as appealing. Classes
iisually offered at conummity colleges aren’t for graduate degrees.
Even if they were, Sakelson wouldn’t take them. "It’s just the snobbery of having gi ad degree from,
sav. a Er(’
-I here’s an immediate assumption that the quality of education is
poor," adds Sakelson.
VY.illiams believes onlinimity

client educaolleges off er
tion. himself 11y mg Liken general
education classes when he was an
undergradliate. "For lower division
classes, many students would prefer community colleges over CAL"
Despite offet ing mostly lower division classes, the fee drop may
entict sonn gi aduate students to
take a class.
Though it will take at least a year
to gather enough data to see
trends, Williams sees any possible
drop in SJSU enrollment, particularly among graduate students,
would be insignificant. But he

The Magic returns:
Johnson a Laker again
Johnson rettu tied to professional
basketball Monday from an off
and-on retirement by signing a
contract with the Los .Nligeles
fakers for the rest of the season.
His first game will be against the
Golden State Warriors on Tuesday
night at the Forum.
Johnson, 36, will be playing in
his first NBA game other than
exhibitions since June 12, 1991.
He retired five months later, just
before the 1991-92 season, after
testing positive for the AIDS virus.
"He signed about 10 minutes
ago, and sold his interest in the
Lakers." said Johnson’s agent, Lon
Rosen. "He will he playing
(Tuesday night I, No. 32 will be
back."
There have been several aborted Johnson «nnebacks since his
original I etir einem, and several
other speculative comebacks.
Johnson repeatedlv changed his
mind and finally said he would
never return.
Rosf-n said J.liffisfio will decide

season V. h /
Johnson has been pi aeticing with the team for the past two
weeks.
"Hell continue in all his businesses," Rosen said. "His touring
u-am will postpone its t011r."
"D’s ati exciting day, obvionsk
for everybody," !Akers coach Del
Harris said. "There’s no doubt the
players are looking forward to
playing with him on a real basis."
Johnson likely would play power
forward. He led the Lakers to five
NBA championships during the
1980s as a point guard.
"He adds so Milt h," Takers
guard Sedate Threat( said. "He
can play five positions. I think
teams will have to concentrate on
him and, with the nucleus we
already have, it will make its the
best team in the West."
Teammate Cedric (10i:tilos said
Johnson wanted to play Tuesday to
"warm himself up for \In h.ni
Jordan."
The Lakers play the I Ii. Lgo
Bulls on Friday at the Fortin

tin 11CM.

From page 1
scribe to the approximately $9,000
a year service, depending on how
many CSU campuses subscribe.
Should SIM: subscribe, the service will be provided year-round.
According to Tom Pandas,
Britannica Online’s director of
corporate communications, the
web site was made available to universities and businesses in Fall,
1994 and to individual users in
Oct., 1995.
SJSU also has its own Web site at
http://www.sjsu.com. and, according to Belanger, soon on-line services to which the campus subscribes can be accessed via SJSU’s
website.
Individual users can apply for a

free
seven-day
trial
at
http://yvww.eb.com or by writing
to Britannica Online, 310 South
Michigan Ave. Chicago. IL 60604.
Users wishing to comment
about whether SJSU should subscribe can talk to a reference
librarian or use the library’s
online catalog comment function.
"But make sure you don’t write
said
Doug
’encyclopedia’,"
Hanson from Clark Library’s
Microcomputing & Networking
deparunent.
"They’ll order more of those
leather bound books so make sure
to specify ’Web site.’"
The Britannica Online Web site
is available to all students, staff
and faculty. Its on-campus address
is hup://www.eb.com:180.

WST
Registration
Deadline
Feb. 2, 1996
Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
Feb. 24, 1996

$25 fee
Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central

IF YOU’VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES
To BE A LEADER IN OUR COMPANY,
THIS COULD BE YOUR OFFICE
1.0

believes community colleges will
get a much needed boost as many
degree holders put off by high fees
will return. "My wife has taken
classes at De Anza here and there.
As soon as fees went up, she quit,"
said Williams, who thinks his wife
will go back now.
Sakelson is still considering the
notion. 1 think most [people]
would go not for skills but for
enjoyment."
Asked what he would like to
take, Sakelson replied, "An art
appreciation class."

Web

41r4raift.

Dec 1998

"For overall performance design and
configuration,
the
InfoGOLD takes the
Gold."

EDITORS AWARD
Dec. ’95
CONFIGURE YOUR OWN

AWARD WINNING
InfoGOLD
PC SYSTEM

3 Day Special: Great Prices
COMPLETE "PLUG AND PLAY" & "ENERGY STAR COMPLAINT" SYSTEM

"486 DX-4 100 MHz Processor With PCI Local Bus:
Inte 75 MHz Pentium Processor With PCI Local Bus
Inte 90 MHz Pentium Processor With PCI Local Bus
Inte 100 MHz Pentium Processor With PCI Local Bus
Inte 120 MHz Pentium Processor With PCI Local Bus
Inte 133 MHz Pentium Processor With PCI Local Bus
Inte 150 MHz Pentium Processor With PCI Local Bus
Inte 166 MHz Pentium Processor With PCI Local Bus

’Triton Chipset
Triton Chipset
riton Chipset
Triton Chipset
’Triton Chipset
Triton Chipset
Triton Chipset

1,119.00
1945.00
1,199.00
1,299.00
1,349.00
1,549.00
1,609.00
1,859.00

With The FolloyLin4 Features included: (Prices good through February 1st)
256k Fast L2 Cache
* 8 MB RAM (Exp. to 128MB)
*PCI local Bus 64 -Bit Video Accelerator 1MB
1.44 MB Floppy Drive
’Microsoft Windows ’95 With Manuals

Custom InfoGOLD Mid tower or Desktop Case
MS Compatible 3 -button Mouse
640MB Hard Disk Ddrive
101 Enhanced Keyboard
CPU Cooling Fan with Heat Sink

MANY MQBE UPGRADE OPTIONS AND FEATURES AVAILABLE

41111111111111114111111111t’

will ever set foot in an office
At Or. S you’ll develop the qualities you need to become a Marine Officer Invaluable training that could
e th,c But then, few people have what it takes to be
lead to an exciting career in aviation If you’ve got
a Manor, Officer Officer Candidates School lO(S) is
what it takes to be a leader of Marines, you
Vie trv,t ’,ten towards preparing you for a
could get an office with a spec: ,cular view
!I/turf, tyiot4 anything you could iMagirle
Thr Proml Mr Whines.
Is,

11111111111111111111111L_

Please Join Spartan Bookstore on Tuesday Jan
30th and Wednesday Jan 31st from 10 a.m. - 2
p.m. for InfoGold demos and presentations
InfoGOLD

American Multisystem

Spartan
Bookstore
San Jose State
University

